KILN’ TIME

JUNE, 2018

ANNUAL CAG
GENERAL
MEETING

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 6
1~3 pm
Clay Arts Studio

All CAG members are encouraged to attend this meeting.
Board positions will be elected
at this meeting. There is one
candidate per position who has
offered to be on the ballot.

THE OFFICIAL CLAY ARTS GUILD NEWSLETTER

Cobalt Painting
with Ann
Kalinowski
CAG Workshop

Sunday, July 15
7-9 pm

If you ever had a desire to try your hand at some true cobalt decoration
of your pottery rather than relying on the less brilliant blues obtained
from underglazes, your desire is near fulfillment! Ann Kalinowski is
going to show you in a two-hour, hands-on CAG workshop how to use
cobalt carbonate mixed with EPK and ball clay to form a mixture that
is paintable ON TOP of the glaze. What’s more, many underglazes
can also be used on top of glazes You will want to test to make sure
your particular combination works, of course.

The current board recommends
approval of these candidates.
Please note that nominations
from the floor will be accepted For this workshop you will need to have one or two pieces of bisque
if the nominee has given prior ALREADY GLAZED. Clear on porcelain gives the most brilliant colors,
approval.
but B-mix, stoneware with a 6-tile slip, waxy white glaze and blue
celadon also work, but with somewhat more muted colors.
The current candidates are:
President: Bette Sindzinski To get the most painting time out of the workshop, you should have
VP: Pat Alger
chosen a design – simple line motifs are best to start – and sketched
Treasurer: Aletha Weins
it on your piece in pencil (the pencil burns off). You should also bring a
(who will fill in until someone few GOOD brushes. Liner brushes work well for most designs. Asianelsewould like to take over)
style brushes used for calligraphy would also work. Your design will
Secretary: Millie Robinson determine how big or small your brushes should be.
The budget for 2018-2019
will be voted on. The board
has worked for the last several
months reviewing the budget for
next year and has recommended
approval of the current proposal,
which was emailed to the membership a few weeks ago.

Continued on page 3
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Message from the CAG Prez...
Hello to all you wonderful CAG members!
These past few months have been very busy
and without your help all these wonderful events
wouldn’t have happened. Thank you so much for
making this studio a wonderful gathering place.
Gregory’s NCECA Presentation: After attending
NCECA, Gregory gave a presentation of the show
with slides and comments to CAG members. It was fascinating to get
a look at the show and it made me want to attend a future conference.
Davis Sculptural Show: On the last weekend in April, about 20 Clay
Arts Guild members showed their work at the Davis Sculptural show.
It was a wonderful three-day event and the comments about the WC
Clay Studio display were very inspiring and positive.
Studio Sale: During the first weekend in May, with Pat Alger as the
sales chair, CAG held one of the most successful sales in recent
years. Community Arts put on a push for advertising, along with our
own members spreading the word, and we had over 600 people come
through the show. Our final tally was over twice the amount of the
past spring sale. BRAVO to all who helped make it happen.
Chris Staley Workshop: On Saturday May 19th Chris Staley gave a
very emotional presentation about how we work with clay and what our
work says about us. His presentation was more about the meaning
of our work and what we choose to do with the same lumps of clay.
Many thanks to Betty Medwedeff and her crew for the catered lunch.  
As Hospitality Chair, it was Betty’s first big catered event. Way to
go!!!! The food was yummy and the participants were very impressed
with CAG hospitality.
Family Arts Day: May 19th was also Family Arts day at which CAG
hosted 4 tables for kids and their families to play with clay. Thanks
to the CAG members who worked with the kids, and sold CAG ceramics.
Jim Newton Presentation, May 20th. This was a busy weekend as
the next day after the workshop, Jim Newton gave a presentation of
his work as people ate pizza and beer which was provided by Donna
Cowen and her team. Thanks, Jim.
Annual CAG General Meeting, June 6. I hope all of you will find
the time to come to this meeting when we will elect offcers and approve the upcoming year’s budget.

Bette

See the latest Kiln’ Times
in full color!
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COBALT PAINTING,
continued from front page

Library Notes

Finally, the number of banding
By Librarian, Aletha Wiens
wheels is limited, so most of us
will likely work on the wheel.
14 Families in Pueblo Pottery,
Plates and insides of bowls are
by Rick Dillingham
easiest to decorate on the wheel.
Sides of bowls, vases and pitchThe Many Faces of Mata Ortiz,
ers would need to be elevated on
by Gentry, Linnea
banding wheels so you can see
what you are doing. If you are In real estate, the first consideration is location. In food, the recipe.
determined to decorate that vase, In art, the letter of authentication. The story. Without a story, what is
teapot or pitcher, bring your own this thing found behind the kiln, it looks like a Voulkos?
banding wheel if you have one.
Bernard Leach, Hamada Shoji, and Maria Martinez are all famous
For inspiration on possible design for re-invigorating their indigenous pottery traditions. What are the
motifs, you can google images traditional potteries of Walnut Creek? What is your story?
from the following search terms:
delft ware, Persian cobalt pottery,
Chinese cobalt pottery, Japanese
cobalt pottery, English cobalt pottery. You can find a repeatable
motif – you don’t have to copy any
pot’s design.

If you have any questions on
design, brushes, whether your
choices are suitable, Ann is
generally in open studio on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and
Sundays.

14 Families is the 1994 rewrite of the 1974
7 Families in Pueblo Pottery – both exhibition catalogs from the Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology, UNM Albuquerque. Pueblo
pottery has changed remarkably since the
train began to bring East Coast Americans to
the Southwest in 1880, but the pueblos have
maintained their integrity and creative relationships with the past. The catalogue documents the designs and genealogies of 14 families in seven pueblos
producing art for a non-Pueblo audience. These non-utilitarian pots
exhibit the creativity of the artists as well as the agreed values of the
Pueblo communities where they are made.

Thought for the Day

In Mata Ortiz, Mexico, no ceramic vessel tradition
had survived the allure of aluminum saucepan
salesmen. Juan Quezada, interested in the pottery sherds he found in the hills around his home,
was helped by Manuel Olivas, a tourist guide
at Casas Grandes, an enormous ancient site
nearby. Using the archeology at Casa Grandes,
every procedure necessary to produce pottery
was reconstructed, and by 1976 Juan could make
art pottery as good as that sold by the American Pueblo potters. Juan
has taught other artists at Mata Ortiz and insisted on a tradition of
excellence in the town. Wikipedia says, “Despite Mata Ortiz’s success
the creation of pottery has not spread to surrounding towns.”

Creativity requires the
courage to let go of
certanties.

The pottery of selected artists from Mata Ortiz is carried by some
galleries in the Southwest US, but a tourist looking for a Nampeyo
will happily plunk down $195, and not think to spend the time to hear
the story of the $49 pot from Mata Ortiz.
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Lynne Meade

Accepted into the
Smithsonian Crafts Show
by Connie Parham

Congratulations to
Lynne Meade who
taught many ceramic students at
the Walnut Creek
Civic Arts from
2008 through 2017.
Lynne was accepted into the annual juried Smithsonian Crafts Show held at the National Building
Museum in Washington, D.C. on April 26 to April
29. The theme for this year’s show was Asian/
American Design, chosen because “many of today’s top US artists creating cutting-edge art are
reconnecting American modernism to its roots in
Asian culture,” according to the Smithsonian website. Approximately 1000 applicants apply and 120
premier artists are selected.
Held for 36 years, the show represents 12 media
groups and has been sponsored by the Smithsonian
Women’s Committee to support grants for education, outreach and research at the Smithsonian.
Lynne Meade has entered each year for 19 years
and was awarded the honor of being selected for
the first time this year. When asked what made the
difference this year, Lynne said she was pushed
out of her comfort zone. She had been making her
beautiful carved pottery for so long that when she
sold a license for her designs to Haegar Pottery,
she could no longer sell her designs. The pottery
intended to mass produce her designs and sell to
major retailers such as Pottery Barn. Although it
was a lucrative contract for Lynne, the pottery ended
up bankrupt still holding her contract. So she was
forced to come up with new work once she sold
the licensing.
Certainly this turned out to be a blessing in disguise
because for the next years she came up with a
new set of tables, bowls etc. that proved extremely
sought after. An article in the LUXE Interior Design
magazine highlighted her new work, including the
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highly carved tables. The magazine article coincidentally came out at the same time as the show.
She has been receiving orders from all over the
world and was accepted at two other prestigious
shows; the Philadelphia Art Museum show and the
American Craft Exhibition at the Botanical Gardens
in Chicago. She said she can’t keep up.
Lynne said the show was so amazing. She has
followed so many of the ceramic artists since she
was in school. “It was so exciting to have dinner
and get to talk with them. What astounded her was
that these artists came to her booth first and told her
that they had been following her for years.” But she
emphasized that she had so loved teaching at Civic
Arts that her regret is that she could no longer teach
there. She so much enjoyed the students she taught
and really misses them. But she taught us one more
lesson: It is important to get out of your comfort zone.
We are all proud and happy for you Lynne.

A Most Pleasant Evening with Jim Newton
By Erika Goldstein

Jim Newton, dancer and massage therapist and
one of our most fabulous instructors, came to the
studio on May 20th and showed off his great wares,
chatted about his process and gave two demos to
round out the evening.

had it for five years. It finally sold to a man who had
been looking for a vessel (for five years no less)
to store his mother’s ashes in—Jim thinks this was
not a coincidence.

We were then treated to some of his current work
He started the evening off by telling us about his that used striking glaze and clay combinations
history with the arts. His first memory of clay was and he discussed how he truly feels there is just
when his sister gave him some so that he would something magical about opening the kiln and see
stop bothering her and he fell in love with it. He what pops out. He showed us how using the same
mused about his time in third grade when he made materials in different firings made the pieces look
his first pot. After smashing clay into a plastic mar- amazingly distinct from one another—it was incredgarine container, he used every color glaze there ible to see how placing his creations in the same
was, watched it go into the kiln and has a very dis- place, in the same kiln could make the end results
tinct memory that when his bowl came out it looked look totally different.
totally different than he thought it would and he just
loved it. He continued to work with clay throughout He shared his “three time philosophy”. He will try
middle and high school and then went to SF State something three times and if it still doesn’t work
where he got a degree in dance. He has continued the way he would like—if it warps or bows or has a
to dance, massage and ‘play with mud’ throughout result that is not workable-- he will resign himself to
his adult life.
moving on. He doesn’t necessarily need to know
why it is not working. He can just be satisfied, as
He loves so many aspects of the process of creat- much as he can, that he did all he could.
ing: the quiet of the studio; the slowness of the
process of creating; how the feel, balance, energy He has gathered lots of tools throughout the years
and motion of the clay is very meditative; how he, from people who have passed away and he is
with intention, puts nature and the elements into clear that as he makes “his” work he is really makhis pieces, and how he touches clay every day of ing “our” work as he uses these tools from others.
his life. He spoke a lot about how he thinks about Their energy is embodied in the tools and lives on
the impact of others in his work. He pauses when a though his work. He talked about how he ‘lusted’
particular shape, color and/or combination reminds after Pino’s wooden mold that he used in the studio
him of specific person. He told a great story of how to make platters. He loved it and wanted it, and afhe made a box that never sold at his sales. He ter Pino passed someone came to the studio and
simply asked Jim if he wanted it. Jim was honored
to have it to carry on the tradition of making the
‘Pino Platter.’ He gave a hand-building demo using
Pino’s mold for us to witness. He used 8lbs of clay
and discussed how there is a moment when the clay
gives and lets you in. He waits to let the clay tell him
when it is time and he cannot force the clay to open.
He compressed the edges to reduce the chance of
warping and let the clay sit for at least two hours
before flipping it over out of the mold. He talked
about practice and being aware and paying attenContinued on page 6
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JIM, continued from page 5

tion to what works for you. After
you create 500 cups, it just happens that they turn out the way
you want, or maybe it is a set of
plates that stack nicely. Next he
did a wheel demo of a bowl with
leaf impressions and discussed
how to place them, how to have
patience as you are letting them
stick properly—even using some
spit to get the job done and how
to use the slip. Sometimes the
slip is too thin and you need to
apply one coat, let it dry to the
touch and then apply another.
He attached handles mentioning that handles can completely
change the look and dimension
of a piece.
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by Jane Chang

Polished Pin Tool
Tired of looking for your pin tool? Can’t tell if the tool is yours or
someone else’s? Those were my struggles in the studio, so I painted
my pin tool with nail polish in a fabulous color (neon green) so that
it would catch my eye. I also painted some of my tool handles that
were made of unfinished wood because they were beginning to mold.
Generally, one coat of nail polish did the trick, but some tools required
two coats. I preferred quick drying nail polish. I did not want to make
the nail polish too thick, because the last thing I want is for the nail
polish to chip off on my work. I also did not paint the actual tip but
just the handle.

Drying the tools without smudging was a bit more challenging; I placed
He ended the evening stating the pin tool needle down onto a sponge. For other tools, I placed them
that everyone has a different re- upside down in a small jar or hung them by the tip (i.e. ribbon/loop
lationship to the clay and any of tool). After the nail polish dried, the tool was ready to use.
the materials that we use with it.
There is no right or wrong way to
work with clay except to say that
we need to honor what we feel
is right for each of us individually. The fabulous thing about a
public studio is that we can honor
what we do and still learn from
each other as we go through the
creative process.
So a big thank you to Jim for coming and showing us what he loves
to do, for all of you who came to
support him, and for CAG for providing the yummy pizza, drinks
and treats!
Jane received a free bag of clay for her Hot Tip. Now it is your
turn. You need to try your hot tip, write about it and send it to Ann
Henderson annadele@comcast.net for the newsletter. If you
learned about it from someone else, read it in a book or on the
internet, it would be nice for you to give credit where credit is due,
but the free bag of clay is yours if it is published. An accompanying
photo is always welcome.
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Chris Staley Master Potter Workshop,
“Making Pots Personal”

“What are you trying to say with your pots?”

by Kit Niemeyer

do you like to make? Why do you like that shape?”
He made the point that when you make a pot, recognize that you are sharing a story. Whoever uses
your handmade pot will be touching that story. Ask
yourself, “What am I trying to say?” Even if your
artistic process is intuitive, reflect later on why you
made what you made. More and more in the art
world, said Chris, people are trying to communicate
the thoughts and ideas behind their work. Engage
in dialogue. Being challenged and questioned can
help with the process of making a statement with
your work, said Chris. “Art is about community. You
learn from each other.”

That’s what master potter Chris Staley asked an
audience of 58 on a recent Saturday. The mid-May
workshop attracted participants from both inside
and outside of our studio with a record 35 CAG
members in attendance.
As a professor of art at Penn State, Chris said his
new ceramics students are often surprised by how
immediately they engage with the clay. “We live in
an age of distraction. Clay helps my students lose
themselves in the moment. The clay takes them
places they didn’t know they could go.” As Chris
said, there’s something about “the presence of clay.”

After lunch, Chris shared a slide show of his work
and creative journey. “Though I’m the same person, how can my life’s experience not come into
the work? Art and life are integrated.” “When we
touch the clay, the clay touches us. It can nurture
you, sustain you. There is an element of catharsis
and healing.”
Join us next time! Going forward, CAG members
will receive 50% off and a free lunch with each
workshop.

Currently, Chris is a Distinguished Professor of
Art at Penn State University and President of the
He introduced Maslow’s four stages of learning: National Council of Education for the Ceramic Arts.
unconscious incompetence (when we don’t know
we’re making shitty pots), conscious competence
(when we do know we’re making shitty pots),
conscious competence (when the pots are getting
better), and unconscious competence, which is
the desired level when the skill set is embedded
in the potter and has become second nature. The
importance of making mistakes and learning from
them is integral to the process.
“Be open to observing,” he urged us. “Inspiration
can come from anywhere. Perhaps you really love
smooth beach stones. Or flowers. When you’re
walking in nature, notice something that really resonates with you, and ask yourself why. What shape
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A Very Successful Spring Sale!
by Pat Alger, Sales Chair

The CAG Spring Sale was held on May 4-6 this
year. We were very fortunate that our Studio Manager, Gregory was able to negotiate with Walnut
Creek Arts & Rec to allow us to have the sale the
weekend before Mother’s Day. The sale was a huge
success thanks to a dedicated team and collaboration with the staff at WC Arts who helped with the
advertising this year.

This year we had a raffle and our very generous
members donated some beautiful pieces. The raffle
was a huge success and as a result we gathered
E-mails from attendees so we can invite them to our
future sales. Thank you to everyone who donated
a piece for the raffle!

Once again, we had a dedicated team of CAG
members to keep the sale running smoothly. This
included Florence McAuley who designed the layout and coordinated the set up the studio for the
sale; hospitality led by Betty Medwedeff and Cheryl
Helms; inventory and sales handled by Terry Cullen;
Nichole Collins, who printed the price tags; and a
cast of others who chipped in to help out. We also
had the opportunity to have a Gelato cart parked
right outside the studio door. It was a huge success
and we hope to have them join us for every sale.

We are already busy
planning the next studio
sale. Mark your calendars for August 24-26,
2018. We are looking for
a few volunteers to help
with the Inventory and
Cashiering system, so
please contact Pat Alger
if you are interested in
helping.

Attendance at this sale far exceeded sales in the past
few years. We had a total of 612 attendees with a total
sale amount of $12,409. The average purchase per
sale was $49. This year, Saturday yielded the highest sale with a total of $5,010, while Sunday had the
largest number of attendees at 391 people. This high
attendance was due in part to families that were in the
park coming over to buy Gelato and check out the clay
demos. A special thank you to all the members who
did both hand-building and wheel throwing demos.
They are very popular with the attendees and were
a great advertisement for our studio. Donna Cowan
spent all day on Saturday doing hand-building demos,
while Chip Parham demonstrated wheel throwing. On
This sale requires quite a bit of effort, and we had a Sunday Michele Browne and Etienne Melcher demdiverse team that worked together to make it hap- onstrated hand-building, while Mary Leigh Miller
pen. Early in the process Mary Leigh Miller designed demonstrated making beautiful pots on the wheel.
our beautiful postcard and poster for advertising.
Pablo Haz designed and printed the large banners Look on the studio bulletin board for detailed
that are hung outside the studio. Rhett Bratt and sales information. Sales this time were over double
Jeanie Wakeland worked on Publicity, Marketing of what we sold at our spring sale in 2017. As you
and Press Releases. This year the staff at WC Arts can see from the comparison, the sales from 2018
joined with us to distribute advertising about the are shown as a solid black line, while the sales from
sale to everyone on their mailing list as well. This 2017 are shown by a dashed black line. This is a
upfront advertising made a huge difference with huge increase and once again we are grateful to
our attendance going over 600 people for the three the staff at Community Arts (Courtney, Bonner and
Maile) for all their help in advertising the sale.
days of the sale!
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Important Dates
Last day of classes: June 9
Studio clean-up: June 10,
10 am-12 noon
First class & open studio for
summer quarter: 6/16
Summer classes end 8/11
Special summer class:
• Animal Busts: 8/4-11
Special Interim Classes:
• Anyone Can Center: 8/13-17
• Clay Totems: 8/20 & 21
• Finding Your Throwing 		
Bliss: 8/20 & 21
• Honing Your Skills: 8/13-17

Message from the Yard
END OF Spring QUARTER STUDIO CLEAN UP:
• All lockers must be cleaned out by your last class.
• Most greenware on carts by the second to last class
will be ready to glaze last class. Anything made after second to last
class will be out next quarter. Any bisqueware left on carts/shelves
by 6/9 will be stored outside with coverings over them until 7/10/18.
• Be sure all work in damp/dry rooms are on greenware carts by last
class or open studio (if you are enrolled- 6/9/18 at 7pm for open studio
enrollees). Anything left in those rooms will be removed and donated
to the studio after said date and time above.
• Glaze work, if not fired by last class, will be available next quarter.
You can pick up work during your next registered class or open studio (open studio hours are posted near the front door of the studio).
Please check in with the monitor if you’re checking in during open
studio next quarter.
• Volunteer studio clean-up is 6/10/18 from 10 am to 12 noon; by volunteering you receive first dibs on lockers for next quarter and will be
issued a coupon for a free bag of clay next quarter (equivalent to $20)

Gregory

Fall registration opens: 8/13

NCECA Slide Show, Presented by Gregory Bynard
by Aletha Wiens

Taken from the NCECA website: There were 22 ceramic art educators from 17 colleges at the initial
ASC Ceramic Education Council meeting. 1961, and during its first decade, the National Council on the
Education of Ceramic Artists (NCECA) was a small gathering of a few hundred artists. In the1980s, it
grew to more than 1000 members and today comprises more than 4,000 members. The annual NCECA
conference is the world’s largest event held in the field of ceramic arts. It has been a unique artists-run
organization since its inception. Dedicated individuals have made NCECA what it is today - a vital ,
significant, fiscally solvent organization that is a model of success to other arts organizations.
The pictures Gregory showed on Sunday, April 22, looked like falling down the rabbit hole into a fascinating world of ceramics, with lectures, competitive show and tell demonstrations, a very diverse exhibition
of artists, including a show of black ceramicists commenting on recent political issues, lots of sculpture
on display, post firing applications that are not glaze based , French ‘polycolor’ paints instead of glaze,
Mid-Eastern design patterns, found objects, mixed media as well as troupe l’oeil , a cup exchange, an
exhibition of K-12 Art from the region around Pittsburg, Pa as well as a national juried student show,
image transfer and shellac techniques, casting glaze in a plaster mold in order to break the mold off the
glaze- only finished object, at least 65 gallery shows of artists and a hall of vendors and artists’ booths.
Gregory also introduced us to Vivianne Siqueiros from Boise, Idaho, who is working with John Toki
and the Richmond Art Center on a fountain. She has a Master’s degree in Ceramics and discussed
her recent work in Boise including installing a show called “Gathering Truths” which, oddly enough, was
taken apart during the opening reception and only survived the duration of the show as a social media
web drawn on them all of the gallery.
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What’s Happening in the Clay World
ART FESTIVALS

CALLS for
ARTISTS

TRAX Ceramics Gallery,
1812 5th St.
Berkeley, CA 94710 .
The gallery posts new hours.
Call: 510-540-8729.
November exhibition:
Woodfiring,

Walnut Creek
Art and Wine Festival, Heather
Farm, June 2-3 2018.

Green? International Juried Exhibition. Deadline July 9, 2018
Sebastopal, CA.
See: Sebarts.org
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Oakland Art Murmur, Gallery
District Walking Tours
Saturday, 2-4pm
• June 16, Led by Pro Arts - meet
at Pro Arts, 150 Frank H. Ogawa
Plaza, 2 pm.
• July 21, led by Natalie Pavlovsky
of Local Language. Meet at Local
Language, 477 25th St., 2 pm.

RE

Blue Line Arts
405 Vernon St.,
Roseville, CA 95678
Reception for ceramist Michelle
Gregor, June 16 2018, 5-8.30pm
ACGA show in Palo Alto Arts
Center July 14-15, 2018. 1313
Newell Rd Palo Alto

Alameda
Art and Wine Faire in downtown
Alameda, July 28-19 2018.
Alameda.

CLAY ART
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GALLERIES
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CLAYARTSGUILD
Civic Arts Education of
Walnut Creek
PO Box 8039
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

To view the CAG Newsletter in full color, go to our website: www.wcclayartsguild.com
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